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The DARE (Delivering Agile Research Excellence on European e-Infrastructures) project is implementing so-
lutions to enable user-driven reproducible computations that involve complex and data-intensive methods.
Technology developed in DARE enables Domain Experts, Computational Scientists and Research Developers
to compose, use and validate methods that are expressed in abstract terms. Scientists’workflows translates
to concrete applications that are deployed and executed on cloud resources offered by European and interna-
tional e-infrastructures, as well as in-house institutional platforms and commercial providers. The platforms’
core services enable researchers to visualise the collected provenance data from runs of their methods for
detailed diagnostics and validation, in support of long-running research campaigns involving multiple runs.
Use cases are presented by two scientific communities in the framework of EPOS and IS-ENES, conducting re-
search in computational seismology and climate-impact studies respectively. DARE enables users to develop
their methods within generic environments, such as Jupyter notebooks, associated with conceptual and evolv-
ing workspaces, or via the invocation of OGC WPS services interfacing with institutional data archives. We
will show how DARE exploits computational facilities adopting software containerisation and infrastructure
orchestration technologies (Kubernetes). These are transparently managed via the DARE API, in combination
with registries describing data, data-sources and methods. Ultimately, the extensive adoption of workflows
(dispel4py, CWL), methods abstraction and containerisation, allows DARE to dedicate special attention to
portability and reproducibility of scientific progress in different computational contexts. We will show how
choices of research developers as well as the effects of the execution of their workflows are captured and man-
aged, which enable validation, monitoring and reproducibility. We will discuss the implementation of the
provenance mechanisms that adopt worklfow’s provenance types, lineage services (S-ProvFlow) and PROV-
Templates, to record and interactively use context-rich provenance information in W3C PROV compliant
formats.
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